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Abstract—In the recent years, there has been increased interest in using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to study and
monitor glaciers and ice sheets for glaciological and climate
change research. This paper describes the estimation of ice extinctions through the modeling of polarimetric interferometric
SAR (Pol-InSAR) coherences as a combination of a surface contribution (from the snow–firn interface and wind-induced sastrugi
features) and a volume response. Ground-to-volume scattering
ratios derived from a novel polarimetric decomposition are used
in conjunction with Pol-InSAR coherence magnitudes to invert
the extinction of the ice layer. The inversion is performed for
experimental airborne Pol-InSAR data at L-band and P-band
acquired by the German Aerospace Center’s (DLR) E-SAR system
over the Austfonna ice cap in Svalbard, Norway, as part of the
2007 IceSAR campaign. Extinction dependences on frequency and
glacier facie are investigated, and validation is performed comparing ground-penetrating radar data to SAR backscatter and
extinction values. Best extinction results are obtained at shallow
incidence angles with small wavenumbers and for low ground-tovolume scattering ratios. For swath areas in mid range to far
range, accuracies of 25% in extinction are anticipated when averaging over 100 effective looks for a four-baseline inversion constraining solutions to vertical wavenumbers of 0.01 ≤ kz ≤ 0.1.
To allow inversion using single-baseline Pol-InSAR, the proposed
model is of limited complexity. Suggested extensions for a more realistic scattering scenario include incorporating multiple englacial
ice scattering layers and improving the way multiple baselines are
combined.
Index Terms—Extinction, glacier, land ice, polarimetric
synthetic-aperture-radar interferometry (Pol-InSAR).

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

VER the last decades, the use of satellite remote sensing has revolutionized the field of glaciology through
dramatic improvements in the scale and in the temporal and
spatial resolutions of cryospheric observations. However, due
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to the medium’s complexity, as well as to the limited information retrieved for a single resolution element, synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) backscattering from ice remains poorly
understood, including the relative importance of scattering from
surface and volume layers, and dependences on frequency and
glacier zone.
The greatest effort to date has been on the use of singlepolarization SAR backscattering coefficients for glacier studies.
Some success has been achieved using SAR intensities at Xand C-bands to map glacier melt zones and their temporal variations [1], for the velocity estimation of fast-moving glaciers
using feature tracking [2] and to determine snow accumulation
rates [3], [4]. However, accumulation inversion is generally
performed without an established physical model, such that its
validity and performance depend on the incidence angle and
the test site, thus limiting model robustness and generality.
In addition, since higher accumulation rates and larger snow
grain sizes both contribute to increased SAR intensities [5],
there is an ambiguity in the interpretation of the backscattering
coefficient.
Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) offers additional observables to
characterize glacier scenes, although publications to date have
emphasized descriptions of polarimetric properties [6], [7] and
discrimination between snow and bare ice areas [8], [9] rather
than the modeling of geophysical parameters. For long wavelengths such as L-band and P-band, which penetrate deep into
the ice and for which both surface and volume scattering contributions are significant, PolSAR observables in conjunction with
a decomposition model have been used to separate scattering
mechanisms in [10]. The results indicate sensitivity of coherent
SAR observables at low frequencies to physical properties of
the ice volume; however, the observation space provided by
a single polarimetric acquisition does not allow the inversion
of realistic (in terms of complexity) ice scattering models.
In the presence of volume scattering, one way to extend the
observation space is to consider interferometric measurements.
Interferometric SAR (InSAR) further expands the observation space by yielding estimates of the complex coherence.
Spaceborne repeat-pass SAR interferometry has been widely
applied to measure glacier topography and displacements
(related to velocity) at accuracies of centimeters to meters
[11]–[13]. InSAR also provides information on the vertical
distribution of scatterers in the ice, which has been used to
parameterize the relation between interferometric coherence
and penetration depth [14], or snow accumulation [5].
Penetration depth is related to the signal extinction rate,
which is a relevant parameter for glaciologists as it contains
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information on the density and the internal ice structure. Extinctions may be useful for characterizing regions of increased
volume scatter [15], which are related to the presence of melt
structures (i.e., ice structures formed by melting and refreezing
processes), and could be thus used to monitor interannual
changes and ice structure formation within glacier and ice
volumes [16]. Of particular interest is the near-surface (upper
10–30 m, which can be penetrated by radar wavelengths [15]),
whose englacial structures reflect seasonal and interannual climatic fluctuations [15]. Even small differences in the accumulation rate can result in significant differences in ice grain size
and density over time [3], where the relation between grain size,
ice density, and extinction was examined in [5] and [15].
Areas with higher or lower extinction (and hence different
ice structures) correspond to different glacier facies or melt
zones, where monitoring the extent of the various melt zones
is a key requirement for detecting any fluctuations that may be
occurring in the polar regions as a result of climatic change
[17]. Extinctions may also aid in better understanding ice sheet
velocities derived from differential InSAR (DInSAR); as the
vertical velocity distribution in ice sheets is, in general, nonuniform [18], the estimated phase center velocity is different from
the surface velocity. This difference can be significant, particularly at lower radar frequencies due to deeper penetration.
This effect has to be accounted for when velocity fields derived
from different wavelengths are combined. At the same time,
seasonal variations in the penetration depth bias the estimation
of ice sheet velocities from DInSAR. Thus, extinction’s close
relationship to the penetration depth [19] could aid in the
interpretation and the depth localization of ice sheet velocities
derived from repeat-pass InSAR.
Preliminary investigations into the relation between coherence and ice extinction were conducted in [14] in which the ice
was modeled as a homogeneous, lossy, and infinite scattering
volume. However, polarimetric effects were not included and
surface scattering, which is likely to significantly contribute to
overall backscatter [20], [21], was neglected. In [5], this model
was extended to use both coherence magnitude and backscatter
to invert grain size and accumulation rate in the dry-snow zone
of Greenland, where the need to model both surface and volume
scattering mechanisms for consistency between modeled and
observed results at C-band was clearly demonstrated. However,
the model requires knowledge of temperature, surface roughness, and ice layering, such that its application is restricted to
specific sites and to higher (X- and C-band) frequencies. A
model exploiting polarimetric properties and requiring limited
a priori information could prove useful for further investigations of the glacier subsurface with SAR.
In the last decade, polarimetric interferometric SAR (PolInSAR) has become an established technique for the extraction
of geophysical parameters from volume scatterers, particularly for vegetation applications. However, the use of PolInSAR over glaciers to date is restricted to a small number
of airborne studies [22]–[24] due to limited data availability
and to difficulties in validation. Stebler et al. [22] describe
Pol-InSAR signatures at L-band and P-band over an alpine
glacier, although no model is suggested to explain polarization
dependences in the backscatter and interferometric coherence.

Pol-InSAR coherences at L-band over Greenland are presented
in [23], and several models are examined in [24], although no
physically realistic model consistent with observed coherence
magnitude and phase was found.
This paper investigates experimental data acquired as part of
the IceSAR campaign, where the suitability of simple scattering
models to interpret and invert Pol-InSAR data is examined. The
goal of this paper is to develop and invert a scattering model
parameterizing Pol-InSAR observables in terms of glacial properties. The polarimetric decomposition model from [10] is
used to separate volume and surface scattering components,
where a detailed analysis has been presented in [10]. Building
upon these results, in this paper, a model is proposed relating
interferometric coherence magnitude, extinction, and groundto-volume scattering ratios derived from the polarimetric decomposition. The extinction modeling approach is presented
in Section II, and its estimation accuracy is evaluated in
Section III. Experimental data collected at L-band and P-band
using the German Aerospace Center’s (DLR) airborne E-SAR
system and ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data are described
in Section IV. The SAR data are used in Section V to invert
extinctions for the Austfonna ice cap in Svalbard, Norway.
Results are validated against published extinction values and
the GPR data in Section VI, and a review and a discussion of
the results are given in Section VII.
II. M ODELING G LACIER I CE E XTINCTIONS
Extinction accounts for the combined effects of absorption
and scattering in a medium and may be expressed in terms of
the penetration depth dpen at which the one-way power falls to
1/e [19], i.e.,
κe = − cos(θr )/dpen

(1)

where the cos(θr ) factor accounts for the off-vertical travel
distance of the wave within the medium, and θr is the incidence
angle after refraction. κe is the power extinction coefficient in
units of Nepers per meter, although it is conventionally quoted
in decibels per meter. In reality, extinction is depth-dependent
due to changes in density, temperature, and melt structures with
depth. Here, an effective extinction for the near-surface is considered, which can be regarded as a weighted value integrated
from the surface to the depth of propagation. Electromagnetic
models are developed for long-wavelength microwaves, i.e.,
L-band and P-band, with center frequencies of 1.3 and
0.35 GHz, respectively. Liquid water content has a profound
impact on the dielectric properties of ice and snow, and throughout this paper, winter and early spring conditions without melt
are assumed, such that the moisture content can be considered
negligible. A discussion on the influence of liquid water content
can be found in [25] and [26].
A. Coherence Model for Glacier Ice
A simple model relating extinction and interferometric coherence is proposed based on the work in [14] and [24]. As in
[14], the ice volume is modeled as a semi-infinite half-space
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Neglecting temporal decorrelation and assuming sufficient
compensation of system [30] and geometric [31] decorrelation
contributions, let γz represent the coherence from (2) dependent
only upon the vertical distribution of scatterers. The coherence
magnitude |γz | is postulated to be a combination of volume
scattering with complex coherence γvol and a surface scattering component whose relative strength is given by ground-tovolume scattering ratio m [24], i.e.,




γvol (κe (w))
 + m(w)
 
(3)
 = ejφ0
|γz (w)|

1 + m(w)


Fig. 1. InSAR geometry (not to scale) for a simplified glacier scenario
assuming an infinite uniform volume with constant firn density.

consisting of a uniform distribution of scatterers embedded in
a medium with dielectric constant εr  2.8 (see Appendix B).
The near-surface is assumed to consist of firn (material in an
intermediate stage between snow and ice). To minimize model
complexity and reduce the number of unknowns, a uniform firn
density is assumed. For the Svalbard test sites of interest in this
paper, firn densities of 800 kg/m3 are reached between 2.5 and
5 m of depth based on neutron probe density measurements
[16]. Thus, for penetration depths of tens of meters, the uniform
density simplification is deemed acceptable; this assumption
breaks down, however, for areas such as the dry snow zones
in central Greenland and Antarctica, where significant density
changes are observed over tens of meters of depth.
The firn volume extends from the snow–firn surface (located
at z = 0) downward with radar viewing geometry given in
Fig. 1. Above the firn is a layer of snow, which is punctuated by wind-induced features known as sastrugi [27] at the
air–snow interface. The two radar acquisitions are separated
by a spatial baseline B (with effective baseline B⊥ = B cos θ
perpendicular to the line of sight), which, for incidence angle
θ, corresponds to a vertical wavenumber in free space of kz =
(4πΔθ)/(λ sin θ) [28]. λ is the wavelength in free space, and
Δθ = θ2 − θ1  B⊥ /R, where R is the slant range to the
resolution cell of interest. As the wave enters the snow, it is
refracted at an angle θsnow to the vertical and is refracted once
more to θr in the firn volume according to Snell’s law. The
difference in look angles from each antenna is Δθ in air and
Δθr in the volume (not shown in Fig. 1), and dpen is the
penetration depth in the ice volume.
The complex coherence γ is given by the normalized cross
 and s2 (w),

correlation of two polarimetric SAR images s1 (w)
i.e.,
γ(w)
 =

 ∗2 (w)

s1 (w)s
∗
s1 (w)s
 1 (w)s

 ∗2 (w)

2 (w)s

(2)

where · denotes the expectation operator, ∗ is the complex
conjugate, and w
 is the polarization of the images used to form
the coherence [29].

where ejφ0 is the topographic phase factor, and j is the imaginary unit, and it is assumed that surface and volume scattering
mechanisms are uncorrelated. The surface scattering component is presumed to consist of contributions from sastrugi at the
air–snow interface and from scattering at the snow–firn interface. Due to an unknown snow depth, it is assumed that sastrugi
and snow–firn interface contributions both lie at z = 0 in (3)
since winter accumulation is generally less than a few meters
[32]. Note that this is a simplification of Fig. 1 such that the sastrugi (air–snow) and snow–firn interfaces are colocated. Since
dry snow is highly transparent at L- and P-band wavelengths,
volume scattering from the winter snowpack is considered
insignificant. The topographic phase φ0 is eliminated as an unknown by taking the magnitude in (3). Assuming an infinite uniform volume, γvol can be represented by (see Appendix A [33]):
γvol =

1
1+

j cos(θr )kzvol
2κe

(4)

where kzvol is the vertical wavenumber in the volume. Multiple
scattering is neglected, and it is assumed that topographic
variations within the averaging window are negligible, which is
reasonable for the relatively flat ice caps and sheets examined
here. A derivation of (4) and the expression for kzvol are given
in Appendix A.
Extinction can be determined by inverting (3) and (4) at each
polarization and each pixel independently, i.e.,

cos(θr )|kzvol | |γz |2 (1 + m)2 − m2
(5)
κe =
2(1 + m)
1 − |γz |2
 depenwhere m, |γz |, and κe are polarization dependent (w
dences have been dropped in (5) for clarity). The absolute value
of the vertical wavenumber in the volume (|kzvol |) is taken to
obtain a positive (and physically meaningful) extinction when
selecting the positive value of the square root in (5). Note that
(5) is difficult to analytically derive and was determined using
the aid of Mathematica [34] software.
The coherence magnitude model in (3) was chosen because
of its ability to describe variations in |γz | as a function of kzvol
for experimental data at L-band over a wide range of baselines
[35] while remaining simple enough to allow extinction inversion from a limited number of observables. However, as shown
in [24] and [35], observed coherence phases are inconsistent
with the model for γz [see (3)]. Using the interferometric
phase of corner reflectors on the snow surface (and snow depth
measurements [35]) as a reference to derive the location of the
snow–firn interface, it was shown that observed interferometric
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phase centers are deeper than would be expected assuming the
infinite uniform volume from (4). In [24], a model accounting
for firn densification with increasing depth was introduced to
account for this effect leading to a depth-dependent extinction
coefficient, although no physically realistic density–depth relation was found to explain the observed coherences.
Another possible reason for deeper interferometric phase
centers is that surface scattering, parameterized by m in (3),
is not solely located at the snow–firn interface (with interferometric phase ejφ0 ) but is rather distributed over a finite
depth due to layering within the ice, which is discussed in
Section III-B. Thus, the single m in (3) could be replaced
with a series of values, one for each layer, each with a unique
phase determined by its depth. Deeper interferometric phases
centers could also result from multiple scattering which leads
to increased path lengths, from correlations between scattering
mechanisms [assumed negligible in (3)] or from a combination
of some or all of the aforementioned effects. The additional
complexity of incorporating such effects into scattering models,
however, often leads to underestimated inversion problems due
to an increased number of parameters. Such problems can be
unambiguously solved only under simplifying assumptions or
with a priori information (requiring additional and detailed
field measurements in harsh and remote polar locations) and
can have constrained applicability. The influences of each of
the aforementioned effects on the Pol-InSAR complex coherence have not been investigated in detail in the literature and
are beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, for a fixed
extinction value, simulations of the influence of an additional
scattering layer [see (15) in Section III-B] have revealed the interferometric phase to be more sensitive than the interferometric
coherence to a violation of the single surface layer assumption.
Therefore, only coherence magnitudes are used, providing a
single InSAR observable for each polarization. One observable
is insufficient to invert the two unknowns m and κe . To solve
for extinction in this paper, m is estimated independently of
(3) using the polarimetric scattering signature, as discussed
in Section II-B. An accurate modeling of the full observables
(particularly polarimetric and interferometric phases) is not yet
available and will perhaps require fully phase-coherent models,
although the proposed model can explain some of the observed
PolSAR and InSAR properties of the experimental data.
B. Ground-to-Volume Scattering Ratio Model
To determine the ground-to-volume scattering ratio m in (3),
surface and volume scattering components must be separated.
To achieve this, a three-component polarimetric decomposition
for glacier ice [10] is used, consisting of a ground component
from the snow–firn interface (described by the first-order smallperturbation method (SPM) [19]), a random volume of dipoles
(as in [36]), and an oriented sastrugi field (caused by windinduced features at the snow surface). Assuming all components are uncorrelated, the combined covariance matrix is a sum
of the matrices for the individual mechanisms plus an additive
noise contribution, i.e.,
Ctotal = Cg + Cv + Cs + N

(6)

where subscript g is the ground (i.e., snow–firn interface), v is
the volume, s is the sastrugi, and N is the diagonal additive
noise matrix. Covariance matrices for each component are
given in Appendix B.
Results from the polarimetric decomposition are used to separate power contributions from surface and volume scattering
mechanisms for each polarization in the H–V basis. Parameter
m, which is the ground-to-volume scattering ratio, is defined
to quantify the relative surface and volume contributions. m
is computed using the powers along the main diagonals of the
modeled covariance matrices, i.e.,
Cg 11 + Cs 11
Cv 11
Cs 22
=
Cv 22
Cg 33 + Cs 33
=
.
Cv 33

mHH =
mHV
mV V

(7)

Note that a ground contribution for HV (Cg 22 ) is not
included in (7) because the first-order SPM does not predict
a cross-polarized component.
Previous characterizations of the relative surface and volume
contributions for glaciers and ice sheets have relied on linear fits
to data at multiple incidence angles from either time-separated
acquisitions of the same areas [37], during which surface
conditions could have changed, or from linear fits over large
(> 50 km) swaths [20], thus assuming homogeneous test sites.
In this paper, the polarimetric information of the SAR signal is
exploited to estimate m for each covariance matrix realization
without presumption of a relationship with incidence angle.
III. E STIMATION ACCURACY
In this section, the estimation accuracy of two parameters,
i.e., the ground-to-volume scattering ratio and the extinction
coefficient, are evaluated using the models from Section II.
A. Ground-to-Volume Scattering Ratio Estimation Accuracy
From (7), the relationship between an uncertainty in the
ground, sastrugi, and volume powers and the uncertainty in the
estimated ground-to-volume scattering ratio can be evaluated
by taking partial derivatives with respect to each parameter in
m = (Pg + Ps )/Pv , i.e.,

2 
2 
2
∂m
∂m
∂m
1
Δm = √
ΔPg +
ΔPs +
ΔPv
∂Pg
∂Ps
∂Pv
Neﬀ
(8)
where Δm represents the uncertainty in m caused by uncertain Ps (w),

ties in the polarization-dependent input powers Pg (w),
 and it is assumed that correlations between powers
and Pv (w),
are negligible. A further averaging of input powers by Neﬀ
effective number of covariance looks is included,
√ which has the
effect of reducing the overall uncertainty by Neﬀ . Evaluating
(8) and assuming identical uncertainties in the powers for
simplicity (i.e., ΔP = ΔPg = ΔPs = ΔPv ) yields

(Ps + Pg )2 + 2Pv2
√
Δmco−pol =
ΔP.
(9)
Pv2 Neﬀ
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Fig. 2. Relative error in the ground-to-volume scattering ratio (Δm/m)
versus m evaluated using (9) and (10) for ΔP = 3% of the total power and
nine effective covariance looks.

For the HV component in which Pg is set to zero, the error
in m will be

Ps2 + Pv2
√
Δmcross−pol =
ΔP.
(10)
Pv2 Neﬀ
The relative error Δm/m is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function
of m. For the simulation results presented in Fig. 2, ΔP , Ps ,
Pg , and Pv were determined using the following assumptions.
The uncertainty in input powers ΔP was set to 3% of the
total power. This value was obtained from the polarimetric
decomposition of simulated data generated using the threecomponent model from Section II-B and Appendix B and assuming fully developed speckle. Covariance matrices with 100
independent looks were used in the polarimetric decomposition,
and 512 × 512 independent realizations were generated. To
further improve uncertainties in m, power values are averaged
over a 20 × 20 window (corresponding to only ∼9 effective
covariance looks), although this comes at the cost of a reduced spatial resolution. The model parameters were chosen
assuming realistic values of snow and firn dielectric constants
[see (Appendix B)], surface roughness parameters from the
literature [21], [38], reflection-symmetric sastrugi, and volume
scattering power coefficients estimated from HV magnitudes
of the experimental data. Further details on these simulations
are available in [10].
For simplicity, the polarizations are assumed to have equal
sastrugi powers in Fig. 2, i.e., Ps HH = Ps V V = Ps HV and
the co-pols to have equal ground powers Pg HH = Pg V V . The
sastrugi powers, in particular, may change as a function of
sastrugi orientation and distribution with respect to the line
of flight, but here, randomly distributed sastrugi are assumed.
For a conservative estimate of errors, equal powers have been
assumed for sastrugi and ground scattering components, i.e.,
Ps = Pg . Lower sastrugi powers than ground powers are generally expected, however (see [10]), which will lower overall
uncertainties. Volume powers Pv were varied to give a variation
in m in Fig. 2. In reality sastrugi and ground powers are
polarization and test site dependent and thus Fig. 2 provides
only a rough estimate of estimation accuracies. Because no
ground power component is present in the cross-pol, m values
are smaller than for the co-pols.
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Excluding values with m < 1, it is shown in Fig. 2 that the
relative error in m nearly linearly increases with increasing m.
For m ≥ 40, uncertainties exceed 100%. At long wavelengths
for which volume scattering from snow and ice grains is expected to be relatively small, and in areas with limited volume
scattering due to a lack of melt structures, this implies high
values and, thus, poor characterization of m. It is perhaps not
surprising that it is difficult to extract ice volume parameters
if the SAR signal is dominated by the surface response. These
results indicate that ground-to-volume scattering ratios will be
best estimated for scenarios with a balance of both surface and
volume returns (i.e., for m  1). Further improvements in parameter estimation could be achieved by increasing the number
of looks used for ground-to-volume scattering ratio estimation;
this is accompanied by a loss in spatial resolution, which
may be acceptable over homogeneous ice sheets, although fine
details regarding firn structure may be lost and heterogeneity
within the averaging window may violate model assumptions.
B. Extinction Estimation Accuracy
A similar analysis is used to evaluate the sensitivity of extinctions to errors in the input parameter m and to estimation errors
in the coherence magnitude |γz |. The extinction uncertainty
Δκe is evaluated by taking partial derivatives of (5) with respect
to m and |γz |, i.e.,

2 
2
∂κe
∂κe
Δm +
Δ|γz |
(11)
Δκe =
∂m
∂|γz |
where
∂κe
m|kzvol | cos(θr )
=
∂m
2(1+ m)2 (|γz |2 − 1)
1 − |γz |2
×
2
|γz | (1 + m)2 − m2
∂κe
|γz ||kzvol |(1 + 2m) cos(θr )
=
∂|γz |
2(1 + m)(|γz |2 − 1)2

×

|γz

1 − |γz |2
.
+ m)2 − m2

|2 (1

(12)

(13)

It should be noted that, when the error in m or |γz | is too large
or when the relation between them is not described by the model
in (3), it is possible that the factor under the square root in (5),
(12) and (13) becomes negative for which no solution is defined.
The uncertainty in the ground-to-volume scattering ratio Δm
was derived in Section III-A, and the relative error Δm/m
is approximated as a linear fit to the co-pol results in Fig. 2.
In [39], the Cramér–Rao lower bound on the variance of the
interferometric coherence magnitude as a function of the effective number of looks Leﬀ was computed, corresponding to a
standard deviation Δ|γz | of
1 − |γz |2
.
Δ|γz | = √
2Leﬀ

(14)

In Fig. 3, uncertainties in the estimated extinction at L-band
are plotted both as a function of ground-to-volume scattering
ratio and horizontal baseline (B) for incidence angles (θinc )
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Fig. 4. Extinction coefficient uncertainty (Δκe ) versus incidence angle
(θinc ) as a function of (a) ground-to-volume scattering ratio and (b) baseline.
The hatched areas represents solution regions for which vertical wavenumber
kz > 0.1.

Fig. 3. Extinction coefficient uncertainty (Δκe ) at L-band versus incidence
angle (θinc ) as a function of (a) and (c) an uncertainty in m and (b) and (d) an
uncertainty in coherence magnitude. In (a) and (b), the horizontal baseline is
fixed to 5 m and m is varied from 0 to 10. In (c) and (d) m = 5 is fixed and the
baseline is varied from 5 to 20 m. (a) Δκe due to Δm for B = 5 m. (b) Δκe
due to Δ|γz | for B = 5 m. (c) Δκe due to Δm for m = 5. (d) Δκe due to
Δ|γz | for m = 5.

ranging from 25◦ to 50◦ . The relation between effective baseline
B⊥ and wavenumbers kz and kzvol is given in Section II-A
and Appendix A, and the coherence magnitude is computed
using (3). Since the baselines flown for the experimental
data (Section IV) have larger baseline-to-wavelength ratios for
L-band than for P-band, L-band is more sensitive to baselinedependent effects, and for conciseness, plots are shown only for
this frequency. Simulations were carried out for a fixed number
of looks Leﬀ = 100 and for a fixed extinction κe = 0.1 dB/m,
in accordance with inverted L-band extinction values from the
Austfonna firn zone in [40]. Ground-to-volume scattering ratios
are varied between 0 and 10, and L-band baselines emulating
the experimental airborne data of between 5 and 20 m are
used, where, for B = 5 m, kz ranges from 0.03 to 0.11 with
a minimum in the far range and, for B = 20 m, the vertical
wavenumber varies from 0.12 < kz < 0.45. A flight altitude of
4.7 km is assumed for all cases, which is consistent with the
experimental data.
It is shown in Fig. 3 that errors in extinction are greatest in
the near range since, in the near range, the effective baselines
and thus kz are larger, with increased sensitivity to errors in the
input parameters. At longer baselines, the coherence magnitude
decreases [evaluation of (4)] and its variance increases in
accordance with (14). Higher values of m increase coherence
magnitude [see (3)], although the reduction in Δ|γz | in (14) is
offset by an increase in error Δm according to Fig. 2. The best
estimates of κe are obtained at shallow incidence angles (with
low kz ) and for small m.
Because of the poor performance at larger baselines (kz >
0.1), a wavenumber threshold is introduced to exclude radar geometry configurations for which uncertainties in κe are greatly
increased. In Fig. 4, the total combined uncertainty in Δκe due
to both Δm and Δ|γz | is shown as a function of ground-to-

Fig. 5. Coherence magnitudes versus kz for a volume with 0.05 ≤ κe ≤
0.3 dB/m and no surface contribution (m = 0). The hatched area represents
the solution region for which vertical wavenumber kz < 0.01.

volume scattering ratio and baseline, where the hatched area
corresponds to regions where kz > 0.1, which are excluded due
to their prohibitively high uncertainties. In Fig. 4, it is shown
that an error of less than 0.1 dB/m can be expected in κe when
kz ≤ 0.1 and m ≤ 5. However, without a priori knowledge of
m, it is difficult to optimize baseline B. Multiple baselines
offer additional estimates of κe , which may be combined
for a more robust extinction estimation. In mid range to far
range, sensitivity to errors in the input parameters is lower, and
expected extinction accuracies improve to ∼0.05 dB/m for a
single baseline (see Fig. 4) and 0.025 dB/m for four baselines.
It would appear from Fig. 4(b) that the smallest possible
baselines should be used for extinction inversion. However,
as kz approaches zero, the coherence magnitude no longer
displays sensitivity to extinction. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 5, which plots the relationship between kz and coherence
magnitude |γvol | for a varying extinction coefficient (0.05 ≤
κe ≤ 0.3 dB/m). The hatched area corresponds to regions
where kz < 0.01, which are excluded due to an insensitivity in
coherence magnitude to changes in extinction. Small uncompensated decorrelation sources such as from temporal decorrelation or coregistration errors result in a large error in inverted
extinctions at very small baselines. Accordingly, a minimum
kz threshold of 0.01 is used in this paper to limit errors in
extinction inversion.
An uncertainty in extinction may also arise from uncertainties in the dielectric constant εr , which was assumed known
for the computation of kzvol [see (17)]. However, assuming
variations of ±0.17 in εr (derived from density variations
of ±50 kg/m3 and the density–permittivity relation in [41]),
extinction uncertainties are minimal (less than 0.02 dB/m for
m ≥ 1).
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Additional uncertainties are possible due to incorrect model
assumptions. In order to model the coherence with a limited
number of parameters, several simplifications have been made
including the assumption of colocated sastrugi and ground returns at the snow-firn interface. It is plausible that the “surface”
response modeled in (3) is, in fact, not a single snow–firn interface at depth z = 0, rather the return from multiple stratified
layers in the upper few meters, where the ith layer with groundto-volume scattering ratio mi is located at depth zi . In the
case of a multiple-layer model, an additional pair of unknowns
{mi , zi } is introduced for each extra layer resulting in effective
coherence magnitude, i.e.,



N −1


 jφ0 γvol + i=0 mi ejkzvol zi 
(15)
|γz | = e

N −1


1 + i=0 mi
where N represents the total number of layers including the
snow–firn interface. For N ≥ 2, (15) is no longer invertible
with a single interferometric baseline. However, even a twolayer model is sufficient to better explain experimental observables; the two ground contributions are no longer in phase,
such that the sum in the nominator of (15) yields a reduced
combined m and, thus, deeper interferometric phase centers
(particularly at larger baselines), and yields slightly reduced
coherence magnitudes compared with (3) for zi on the order
of a few meters. The greatest sensitivity to an uncertainty in the
location of the ground returns is for large baselines (i.e., large
vertical wavenumbers kz ), offering further support for the use
of a wavenumber threshold.
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E-SAR system. Repeat passes were flown at nominal baselines
of 5–20 m at L-band and 10–40 m at P-band at an aircraft
altitude of 4.7 km. For certain acquisitions, passes were flown
from both north and south sides of the test sites, with four
passes per side. Unless otherwise noted, results shown are from
the north-flying passes. The incidence angle varies from 25◦
to 50◦ , and the data have a resolution of 2.1 m × 1.0 m in
slant range and azimuth, respectively. Vertical wavenumbers
varied from 0.001 < kz < 0.6 at L-band and 0.001 < kz < 0.3
at P-band, varying for each baseline across-track due to a
change in the incidence angle and in azimuth due to nonuniform tracks. Short temporal baselines of a maximum of 1 h
were used to generate interferometric pairs. Initial Pol-InSAR
processing steps have been carried out including InSAR flatearth phase removal and isolation of γz through the estimation
of range spectral decorrelation and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
components. For Etonbreen P-band, where the SNR (estimated
using the decorrelation of the cross-pol channels [42]) fell
below 20 dB, an additive noise correction was applied prior to
polarimetric decomposition [10].
Fig. 6 displays composite Pauli RGB images of the polarimetric data. The Summit L-band image [see Fig. 6(a)] is
relatively homogeneous, while P-band [see Fig. 6(b)], with
deeper penetration depths, reveals the presence of multiple ice
features. For the Etonbreen test site, both L-band and P-band
[see Fig. 6(c) and (d)] show similar features, and the scene is
much more inhomogeneous compared with Summit.
C. Ground Measurements

IV. E XPERIMENTAL DATA
A. Test Sites
The test sites are located on the Austfonna ice cap, situated on the island of Nordaustlandet in northeastern Svalbard,
Norway (79.7◦ N, 24.0◦ E). Two sites were overflown: one in
the firn zone near the summit of the ice cap (referred to as
“Summit”) and one in the superimposed ice (SI) zone near
the Etonbreen outlet glacier (“Eton”). Both sites lie in the
accumulation zone of the ice cap, such that there is a net mass
balance gain at the end of the summer, although the sites have
differing near-surface structure due to variation in summer melt.
In the firn zone, meltwater percolates downward before
refreezing into horizontally distributed ice layers or ice lenses
and vertically distributed ice pipes, which can appear extremely
bright in SAR imagery [6]. In the SI zone, meltwater freezes
onto the cold glacier ice at the base of the snowpack, forming
more homogeneous SI. Topography is very gentle with surface
slopes of less than a few degrees at both sites.
B. SAR Data
The airborne SAR data were acquired as part of the IceSAR
campaign in spring 2007, which was a joint project between
the Microwaves and Radar Institute of the DLR and the Alfred
Wegener Institute, and was supported by the European Space
Agency (ESA). Repeat-pass fully polarized L-band (1.3 GHz)
and P-band (350 MHz) data were collected using DLR’s

Since 2004, the University of Oslo and the Norwegian Polar
Institute have carried out annual spring field campaigns on
Austfonna. The measurements include GPR data in order to
map snow depth and snow distribution, where results from the
2005 campaign were presented in [43] and those from the 2007
campaign in [32]. The 2007 campaign included meteorological
measurements, snow stratigraphy, and GPR profiling, which
were carried out during a two-week period spanning the end of
April and the beginning of May prior to spring melt. The GPR
data were collected using a commercial impulse radar system
(RAMAC, Malå GeoScience) operating at a center frequency
of 800 MHz, which lies between the L-band and P-band SAR
frequencies. GPR amplitude profiles overlapping the SAR test
sites (where profile locations are given in Fig. 6) versus twoway travel time are shown in Fig. 7. For visualization purposes,
an exponential gain function has been applied to enhance layers
at depth whose amplitudes are reduced due to attenuation and
spherical spreading loss of the signal. The first (top) reflection
in the GPR profiles is from the winter snow layer upon which
the snowmobile is driving. The next strong reflection [particularly visible at ∼20 ns in Fig. 7(b)] is from the snow–firn
interface, which constitutes the “ground” response in the PolInSAR model. Greater volume scatter is seen in the firn zone
(Summit) than in the SI zone (Etonbreen) due to differences
in near-surface melt features. The comparison of the GPR
and SAR data is addressed in Section VI. A more thorough
description of all available glaciological data for this test site
is given in [16].
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Fig. 7. GPR profiles overlapping the SAR test sites. Left-hand vertical scale is
two-way traveltime in nanoseconds, and right-hand scale is approximate depth
below the surface assuming a constant density of 800 kg/m3 , corresponding
to a wave velocity of 179 m/μs. Layering at depth has been visually enhanced
using an exponential gain with depth. (a) Summit. (b) Etonbreen.

Fig. 8.

Block diagram for extinction inversion.

V. I NVERSION R ESULTS

Fig. 6. Pauli RGB decomposition of PolSAR data in slant-range geometry
of the Austfonna ice cap. Flight (azimuth) direction is from bottom to top,
and range direction is from left to right. L- and P-band images represent
approximately the same area (each ∼3.5 km in ground range and ∼10 km
in azimuth). The location of GPR profiles are shown in white, where the red
triangle indicates the start position of the profile.

Polarimetric decomposition, as described in Section II-B,
was applied to the experimental data. Ground-to-volume scattering ratios estimated from the combined surface over volume
powers from (7) were used in combination with Pol-InSAR coherences and the infinite uniform-volume-under-ground model
for the determination of the ice extinction coefficient using (5).
A block diagram for extinction estimation is given in Fig. 8,
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Fig. 9.

Ground-to-volume scattering ratios for L-band and P-band, Summit.

which shows the separation between input data, models, derived results, and auxiliary data. Detailed decomposition results
have been presented in [10], and thus, the focus in this paper
is on the ground-to-volume scattering ratios and extinctions.
Important results from [10] include an observed decrease in surface power with increasing incidence angle, which is expected
from scattering theory [44]. Also, relative volume contributions
were higher for the Summit than for the Etonbreen test site.
This is expected as Summit is in the firn zone with many
high-backscatter ice inclusions, whereas Etonbreen has fewer
volume scatterers on the order of the wavelength. Observed
sastrugi scattering was stronger at L-band than at P-band,
which is further discussed in Section V-A.
A. Ground-to-Volume Scattering Ratios
Ground-to-volume scattering ratios are filtered to remove
values of m > 40, which are characterized by high uncertainties (see discussion in Section III-A). Results for Summit and
Etonbreen test sites are presented in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively,
where noninvertible pixels are colored white.
Looking at the overall trends, the homogeneous Summit
L-band data and, to a lesser extent, the Summit P-band data
show a decreasing trend in m with increasing incidence angle,
which is consistent with the SPM theory for a homogeneous
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Fig. 10. Ground-to-volume scattering ratios for L-band and P-band,
Etonbreen.

surface. Etonbreen is more heterogeneous such that local variations in surface roughness and structure play a more dominant
role than the incidence angle in determining m. Sastrugi scattering is expected to be much stronger at L-band than at the
P-band at both test sites [10], leading to larger m values at
L-band. Perhaps, continuous sastrugi segments are more prevalent at L-band as the wavelength (0.23 m) is nearly four times
smaller than that at P-band (0.86 m). The sastrugi have larger
HH than VV backscatter due to sastrugi orientations roughly
parallel to the horizontal polarization axis, leading to mHH >
mV V at L-band. Ground-to-volume scattering ratios are also
larger at Etonbreen than at Summit, which is expected due to the
lack of large melt structures and, thus, less volume scattering in
the SI zone of Etonbreen.
B. Extinctions
A spatial averaging window of 100 effective looks was used
to compute interferometric coherences, corresponding to an
approximately square window of 20 m × 20 m in ground range.
Results from multiple baselines are combined by first applying
a mask of 0.01 < kz < 0.1 (see Section III-B) and are then
averaged from the remaining valid baselines on a pixel-by-pixel
basis. The four passes from each side of the test sites have
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Fig. 11. Extinctions κe (in decibels per meter) in slant-range geometry at
Summit, North for L-band and P-band. Near range profiles for V V in white
(distinct from the GPR profiles in Fig. 6) are plotted in Fig. 14, where the red
triangle indicates the start position of the profile. These profiles are used to
compare extinctions from north- and south-flying passes in Fig. 14.

Fig. 12. Extinctions κe (in decibels per meter) in slant-range geometry at
Etonbreen, North for L-band and P-band, where noninvertible pixels are colored
white. Near range profiles for V V in white were described in the caption
of Fig. 11. At Etonbreen, no south-flying L-band passes were available for
comparison, and thus, no profile is plotted in (a).

been combined to form six baselines for each side (although
not all are independent). Because baseline-to-wavelength ratios
are lower and m values are smaller at P-band than at L-band, a
greater number of baselines are able to provide valid extinction
values at P-band. The application of the kz mask has the effect,
however, of an inversion performance varying with range, with
up to six baselines combined in far range and only one or two
in near range.
Inverted volume extinction coefficients at V V , HH, and
HV polarizations for L-band and P-band are given in Fig. 11
for Summit and Fig. 12 for Etonbreen. As mentioned in
Section III-B, large errors in estimated m and |γz | or pixels
whose scattering is not described by the proposed model may
yield a negative factor under the square root in (5) such that no
solution can be found. Noninvertible pixels are colored white
in Figs. 11 and 12 and pixels for which none of the baselines
satisfied the kz criteria are shown in gray, which was only for
small patches in Fig. 12(a)–(c). To examine trends with the incidence angle, extinctions over the entire image averaged through
azimuth are shown in Fig. 13. Mean κe averaged over each
image is given in Table I to compare average levels between test

Fig. 13. Extinction (κe ) versus incidence angle (θinc ) averaged through
azimuth.
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TABLE I
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF ICE VOLUME EXTINCTIONS
AVERAGED ACROSS THE ENTIRE IMAGE

TABLE II
EQUIVALENT PENETRATION DEPTHS USING EXTINCTIONS
FROM TABLE I, ASSUMING A NADIR-LOOKING SYSTEM

sites, frequencies, and polarizations. The equivalent penetration
length (or penetration depth if θinc = 0◦ ) as defined in (1) is
given in Table II.
Note that the standard deviations in Table I describe the
variation in extinction over the entire scene, rather than the accuracy of the extinction measurement. Based on the simulations
from Section III-B, inverted extinction estimates for a single
realization in mid range to far range were predicted to have
a standard deviation of ∼0.05 dB/m for a single baseline and
0.025 dB/m for four baselines when κe = 0.1 dB/m. For the
experimental data, sample standard deviations were evaluated
over the available baselines for each pixel. Averaged over the
entire image and all polarizations, standard deviations were
∼0.05 dB/m for Summit L-band and 0.04 dB/m for Summit
P-band, and 0.02 dB/m for Etonbreen L-band and 0.01 dB/m
for P-band. Lower standard deviations at Etonbreen are attributed to lower κe values at this test site (see Table I). When
extinctions are combined for a four-baseline solution, these
standard deviations are further reduced by a factor of two.
Assuming unbiased κe estimates and taking mean κe values
from Table I, accuracies (Δκe /κe ) of better than 25% are
expected for a single realization, which are consistent with
predicted accuracies from the simulations.
As expected, extinctions at Etonbreen are lower than those at
Summit due to the lack of large-scale melt features to produce
volume scattering. Some areas of Etonbreen could not be inverted because of very large m values. In general, L-band shows
slightly higher extinctions than P-band (see Table I), which is
expected from scattering theory that predicts both absorption
[45] and scattering [46] extinction coefficients in ice to increase
with increasing frequency. Similar features can be recognized
in the extinction maps at Summit between L-band and P-band
such as areas of increased extinction in the irregularly shaped
patches in the upper left and the lower left in Fig. 11(a)–(c) and
(d)–(f) and a region of lower extinction (purple) in the center of
the images. As Summit lies in the firn zone, the areas of higher
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extinction could correspond to the presence of enhanced melt
features such as ice pipes and lenses. These features are better
defined at P-band than at L-band, perhaps due to improved
conditioning due to smaller m and smaller kz values. L-band is
also subject to greater inaccuracies in the vertical wavenumber
from residual motion compensation errors due to its shorter
wavelength, which are visible as streaking in the extinction
through azimuth in Fig. 11(a)–(c).
Inverted extinctions for all three polarizations in the H–V
basis and their behavior as a function of incidence angle are examined in Fig. 13. Particular attention is given to the presence of
differential extinction, i.e., polarization-dependent extinction,
which implies an oriented volume. In [10], an oriented ice volume was suspected due to the presence of large (−40◦ to 90◦ )
copolar phase differences at L-band and P-band over the same
test sites. However, to limit the number of unknowns and allow
the inversion of the decomposition model, the volume was
approximated as being random in the derivation of the groundto-volume scattering ratios. As extinctions are estimated for
each polarization separately using (5), the assumption of a
random volume (which should have polarization-independent
extinctions) can be verified.
For Summit L-band, extinctions are approximately equal for
all polarizations in near range to mid range [see Fig. 11(a)–(c)
and 13(a)]. However, in far range, where the highest accuracies
in κe are expected due to the availability of multiple baselines
within the desired kz range and less sensitivity to errors in the
input parameters (see Fig. 4), there appears to be some differential extinction, suggesting the presence of a slightly oriented
volume with a spread of ∼0.04 dB/m. For Summit P-band
[see Fig. 11(d)–(f) and 13(b)], a different behavior is observed;
across the entire incidence angle range, the co-pols have similar
extinctions, although increases in the average extinction likely
due to volumetric melt features are seen as two bumps at ∼30◦
and 47◦ in Fig. 13(b). The P-band cross-polarization shows
elevated values in near range but very similar values to the copols in far range. The similarity of the co-pols and the nearly
identical extinctions in far range, where κe accuracies should
be the highest, suggests that the random volume assumption
was reasonable for P-band.
The incidence angle trend for κe HV could indicate the
presence of an uncompensated ground component in the crosspol. This is possible as the first-order SPM used in this paper for surface modeling predicts an HV surface backscatter
contribution of zero. Second-order terms from the SPM should
perhaps be included for low-frequency surface scattering such
as from P-band, particularly for cases in which the observed
HV return from the experimental data is very low (here, P-band
0
0
 −30 dB for Summit and σHV
< −40 dB in mid range
σHV
to far range for Etonbreen). At both test sites, i.e., Summit
and Etonbreen, poor SNR levels of below 0 dB can locally
bias the polarimetric covariance matrix and the interferometric
coherences, particularly the HV channel. To compensate for
this, an additive noise correction was applied, as discussed in
Section IV-B and Appendix B.
Simulations indicate that an mHV of ∼1 at Summit and
∼1.5 at Etonbreen would be sufficient to lower P-band κe HV
values to the inverted co-pol levels. At L-band, inverted sastrugi
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Fig. 14. Backscatter coefficients (σ 0 ) and extinctions (κe ) at V V polarization along the profiles from Figs. 11 and 12 for Summit and Etonbreen. Values
for north (N) and south (S) geometries are shown in solid and dotted lines, respectively. At Etonbreen, no south-flying L-band passes were available for comparison. (a) Summit, L-band, σ 0 . (b) Summit, L-band, κe . (c) Summit, P-band,
σ 0 . (d) Summit, P-band, κe . (e) Eton, P-band, σ 0 . (f) Eton, P-band, κe .

contributions from the polarimetric decomposition are much
stronger than at P-band, leading to nonzero mHV in Figs. 9(c)
and 10(c); the additional contribution of second-order SPM
terms to the surface cross-pol component would thus be less
significant at this frequency.
For Etonbreen, both L-band [see Figs. 12(a)–(c) and 13(c)]
and P-band [see Figs. 12(d)–(f) and 13(d)] have similar trends.
Co-pol extinctions are comparable, whereas cross-pol extinctions, particularly at P-band, are elevated and decrease with
increasing incidence angle, again suggesting an uncompensated
ground component. However, the similarity of the co-pols
indicates that the assumption of a random volume is tenable.
Despite potential differences in extinction accuracy with the
incidence angle, the inverted extinctions in Figs. 11–13 are
not heavily dependent on the incidence angle, and values are
relatively homogeneous across the scene. Further evidence of
inversion stability is given in Fig. 14, where V V extinctions
and backscatter values along the profiles shown in Figs. 11 and
12 have been extracted for solutions from flights both north
and south of the test site, corresponding to a difference in the
incidence angle of 12◦ at Summit and 5◦ at Etonbreen. Due to
the strong similarity of the co-pol extinctions (see Figs. 11–13),
plots for HH are not included. In near range at Etonbreen (lefthand side of each image in Fig. 12), there are areas that cannot

be inverted due to a strong surface response, for which reason
a profile closer to the center of the image was selected for this
test site. The GPR profiles from Fig. 6 are not used as they
lie close to the center of the image, and thus, the difference in
the incidence angle from north and south passes is minimal. To
improve extinction results in areas of strong surface backscatter
such as at Etonbreen, a more complete extinction map could be
obtained by combining values from both north and south passes
to fill gaps in near range.
The backscatter coefficients in Fig. 14(a), (c), and (e) are
up to several decibels different for the north compared with
the south images due to a varying surface contribution, particularly at L-band with large m values. However, despite
the difference in the radar acquisition geometry, extinctions
have similar magnitudes and trends for both solutions, with
mean differences on the order of 0.04 dB/m at L-band and
0.005 dB/m at P-band; the variable surface component has been
thus successfully removed allowing identification of subsurface
ice features.
There are several reasons why extinction coefficients (in
certain instances) have an advantage over the use of backscattering coefficients. The extinction coefficient is more directly
related to the physical properties and vertical structure of the
ice volume than the backscattering coefficient, which depends
on a number of parameters including terrain slope, surface
properties (e.g., roughness and wind-induced features), and
volume characteristics. Additionally, extinction’s direct relation
to the penetration depth [19] makes it a product in and of itself
for interpreting differential InSAR results, which is not the case
for the backscattering coefficient.
VI. VALIDATION
The validation of inverted extinctions is made difficult due to
the paucity of ground measurements and to the large penetration
depths into the ice. Nevertheless, comparisons can be made to
published values in the literature, as well as to the GPR data
introduced in Section IV-C.
A. Comparison to Published Extinction Values
Published values include laboratory experiments on pure ice
deriving the absorption extinction coefficient κa and experimentally derived results, which include the effects of both
absorption (κa ) and scattering (κs ) for a combined extinction
coefficient κe (= κa + κs ). In the absence of impurities, the
primary factors impacting κa are frequency and temperature.
Although, for the majority of Svalbard glaciers, the temperature
regime is poorly known, borehole temperatures between −1 ◦ C
and −7 ◦ C were reported in [47] at a depth of 10 m on the
ice cap. The temperature in the upper few meters of ice is
seasonally dependent, but below ∼10-m-depth temperatures
are expected to remain relatively stable both intra- and interannually. These borehole measurements should thus roughly
coincide with the subsurface temperatures of the test sites in
this paper.
Published laboratory experiments on pure ice quote absorption extinction coefficients of 0.02–0.09 dB/m at L-band and
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P-band (lower bound [48] and upper bound [25]) for temperatures ranging from −5 ◦ C to −8 ◦ C. There is a large variation in
the results dependent upon the method used, instrument accuracy, and purity of the samples with L-band extinctions slightly
larger than P-band values. There has been very little research to
date examining extinctions at L-band and P-band from glacier
and ice sheet samples; one L-band study of GPR data from the
dry snow zone of Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica [49], found
extinctions of 0.29 dB/m at 1.5 GHz and 0.04 dB/m at 0.9 GHz
(L-band data in this paper were collected at 1.3 GHz). Note that
the extinctions in [49] were not defined in the rigorous sense as
in (1); these were quoted as approximate depths at which there
was a GPR backscatter return and not necessarily the point of
1/e (∼38%) one-way power. At P-band, an extinction rate of
0.03 dB/m was derived from GPR data in the firn zone of central
Greenland [50].
Comparing these values in the literature to our experimentally derived results from the firn zone at Summit (see Fig. 11
and Table I), the averaged L-band results from the Pol-InSAR
model of ∼0.1 dB/m are reasonable when compared with [49],
falling between the extinctions specified for 0.9 and 1.5 GHz.
At P-band, there are higher extinctions (> 0.15 dB/m) in areas of concentrated potential melt structures at Summit, but
background values are approximately 0.05 dB/m, in rough
agreement with Paden et al. [50]. The Summit P-band extinctions are perhaps slightly higher than in [50] due to the overall
greater melt at this test site and because Paden et al. [50]
examined returns over the full ∼3 km ice depth in Greenland;
fewer inhomogeneities are found deep in the ice and could thus
result in lower extinctions.
At Etonbreen in the SI zone, extinctions at both L-band
and P-band are lower than at Summit, with values of close to
0.05 dB/m at L-band and 0.04 dB/m at P-band (for the co-pols),
with some areas of enhanced backscatter with extinctions of
0.1 to 0.15 dB/m. The L- and P-band Etonbreen values are
consistent with an extinction dominated by absorption component κa , which is reasonable since, in the SI zone, potential
scatterers (air bubbles and layers of changing density) are generally small and/or smooth compared with the wavelength and
are less likely to generate a return in the backscatter direction
than features in the firn zone. Although extinctions are dominated by a (likely constant) κa component, the co-pol spatial
variations in L- and P-band Etonbreen κe shown in Fig. 12
are attributed to small-scale variations in the SI structure. SI
forms as a result of the refreezing of water-saturated snow or
ponded meltwater [18], whose formation is strongly influenced
by local (even very slight) surface topography; it is enhanced
on relatively flat areas allowing the ponding of meltwater
[1], whereas drainage channels effectively remove meltwater
and limit SI formation [51], resulting in spatially variable ice
structure.
It is recognized, however, that contributions from absorption
and scattering losses are difficult to separate without estimates
of the ice temperature, density, grain-size variations with depth,
and precise knowledge of any ice structures present in the firn.
Thus, the interpretation of the exact nature of the relative κa
and κs contributions to κe remains ambiguous in the absence
of additional in situ information.
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B. Comparison to GPR
For comparison with the SAR data, the GPR vertical profiles
from Fig. 7 were squared, weighted, and summed with depth to
derive an effective backscattering coefficient using the method
described in [52]. To remove the surface backscatter contribution and thereby isolate volume scattering, the integration of the
GPR data was performed from the maximum depth (∼100 ns)
to 25 ns. Volumetric backscattering rather than GPR extinction
was derived due to the shallow depths and to the presence of
high-resolution ice structure and layering in the GPR profiles
(see Fig. 7). The extinction model assumes a homogeneous
volume with decreasing returned signal power with depth;
these assumptions are not valid for the GPR profiles, although
extinction may be derived for deeper profiles from, for example,
sounder data as in [16] and [40].
Because the GPR data are not radiometrically calibrated,
only a relative comparison between the GPR and SAR data
is possible, although it can be investigated whether changes
in volume scattering over the profile seen by the GPR are
correlated with changes in the SAR backscattering coefficient
and with inverted extinctions. Assuming uniform ice volume
temperatures along the profiles (reasonable given elevation
differences of less than 200 m along the profiles), the absorption
component of the extinction will be constant, and thus, variations in κe will be dominated by scattering (i.e., by variations
in κs attributed to the presence of localized ice structures),
which should display a positive correlation with GPR volume
backscattering.
In Figs. 6 and 7, it is shown that both the SAR and GPR data
are extremely homogeneous over the profile acquired at Summit, making a comparison of differences in volume scattering
with profile distance difficult. However, at Etonbreen, there are
significant variations over the profile, and thus, the focus is on
results from this test site.
The comparison is limited due to differences in frequency,
depth of integration (only 9 m for the GPR data; see the depth
scale in Fig. 7 compared with the much deeper SAR penetration
depths inverted in Table II), and, most significantly, differences
in viewing geometry; the GPR is nadir looking and thus has a
strong specular reflection component compared with the SAR
side-looking backscatter. Nevertheless, a relative comparison of
GPR backscattering coefficients with the SAR data can indicate
whether the volume scattering seen by the GPR is related to that
from the inverted extinctions.
0
0
Fig. 15 plots scaled and normalized κe , σSAR
, and σGPR
coefficients, where GPR and SAR backscatter values (in decibels) and extinctions (in decibels per meter) have been scaled
to zero mean and a standard deviation of unity for comparison
0
purposes. SAR backscatter σSAR
is a function of both surface
and subsurface properties, and some correlation is seen with
the GPR subsurface backscatter, for example, from 5 km onward for L-band in Fig. 15(a). However, better agreement is
observed between extinctions and GPR backscatter, particularly
at L-band, which suggests that the surface component in the
0
backscattering coefficient σSAR
has been removed in the extinction estimate. At P-band, the agreement is not as close as at
L-band, although this could be due to deeper penetrations at
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Fig. 15. Normalized (red) κe V V and (green) σV V 0 from SAR, and (blue)
GPR-σ 0 profiles for Etonbreen. Values have been scaled to zero mean and unity
standard deviation for comparison.

P-band contributing significant backscatter from below the
range of the GPR data. A similar result is found comparing
0
σGPR
values to the L- and P-band SAR volumetric backscatter output from the polarimetric decomposition. However, as
extinction estimation is the focus of this paper, it was desired to
compare GPR to the extinction end product.
VII. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a model relating Pol-InSAR observables to
glacier ice extinctions has been presented. The model has been
inverted for experimental airborne data at L-band and P-band
over the Austfonna ice cap, where the modeling approach
has been divided into two segments: first, the volume return
has been isolated through decomposition of the polarimetric
covariance matrix into volume, surface, and sastrugi (oriented
wind-induced) components. Ground-to-volume scattering ratios derived from the polarimetric decomposition have been
then used in conjunction with Pol-InSAR coherences and
an infinite uniform-volume-under-ground model to invert ice
extinctions.
Ground-to-volume scattering ratios are best estimated for
scenarios with a balance of surface and volume returns, i.e., for

small values of m, favoring acquisitions at shallow incidence
angles for which surface contributions are reduced. m values
are also frequency dependent, such that, in areas of increased
volume and sastrugi scattering (e.g., the Summit test site),
longer wavelengths may be favorable for decreased m.
Despite relatively large uncertainties in the estimated extinctions, as discussed in Section III, inverted extinctions favorably
compare with existing values in the literature and correlate with
GPR subsurface backscatter patterns. An important result is that
the inverted extinctions are also relatively stable across a varied
radar acquisition geometry, as shown by the consistency in κe
estimates from ascending and descending passes. Best results
have been obtained for interferometric baselines that are large
enough to minimize nonvolumetric decorrelation effects while
remaining small enough to minimize the sensitivity of extinctions to errors in the input parameters and to shortcomings of
the coherence model. Extinctions present an advantage over the
conventional use of backscattering coefficients since, whereas
backscattering coefficients are a function of both surface and
subsurface glacier properties and are thus ambiguous in their
interpretation, extinctions reflect properties of the underlying
volume. For swath areas in mid range to far range, accuracies
of 25% in extinction have been anticipated when averaging over
100 effective looks for a four-baseline inversion constraining
solutions to vertical wavenumbers of 0.01 ≤ kz ≤ 0.1.
The proposed model is applicable for long wavelengths
(L-band and P-band) and for sites with approximately uniform
density profiles, negligible liquid water content, and sufficient
volume scattering to obtain small ground-to-volume scattering
ratios (preferably m < 20). These requirements are typically
met for early spring conditions in the firn and SI zones of the
Austfonna glacier used in this paper, but a revised model may
be required for the dry snow zones (displaying strong density
contrasts) and ablation zones (having insufficient volume scattering) present at other test sites.
Although extinctions have been successfully inverted, there
remain unresolved issues. A relatively simple scattering model
has been implemented assuming a random distribution of volume scatterers and a uniform-volume-under-ground scenario.
An important question is if the single surface layer model is
appropriate or whether the layered nature of the near-surface ice
volume must be considered. GPR data (although only available
to a depth of 9 m) show that for both test sites, there is a strong
surface response at the snow–firn interface with some volume
scattering beneath, and thus, the single-layer assumption would
appear to be reasonable at least to the first order. However,
several layers are in fact discernible in the GPR data at Summit
(although their strength has been exaggerated in Fig. 7 with
an exponential gain function). It is thus possible that groundto-volume scattering ratios are overestimated because returns
from englacial layers are grouped, together with the snow–firn
interface, to form the “ground” component during polarimetric decomposition. Observed interferometric phase centers,
which are deeper than those predicted using the single surface
layer model [24], could be also explained with the multilayer
model.
This paper has proposed a simplified ice extinction model
invertible using single-baseline Pol-InSAR data. Further work
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could improve the way multiple baselines are combined, using
the additional degrees of freedom for a more realistic and,
hence, complex extinction model. Due to insufficiencies in the
interferometric modeling of air–snow, snow–firn, and englacial
interfaces, fits of Pol-InSAR coherences over multiple baselines
to the uniform-volume-under-ground model (without consideration of polarimetric backscatter and correlation properties,
as performed in [35]) lead to unrealistically high extinctions
when compared with published results from the literature.
Extensions of this paper to a multibaseline solution should thus
revisit modeling assumptions and perhaps incorporate multiple
scattering layers into the coherence model.
However, the implementation of a multilayer model requires
additional input parameters and/or introduces additional unknowns, including the surface roughness of each layer, layer
spacing, and number of layers. Further improvements including
the modeling of a nonuniform volume accounting for firn density changes with depth could be also applied, but difficulties
arise in determining the test-site-dependent depth-density relationship, resulting in an overparameterization of the inversion
problem. In summary, it is not clear that such models could be
inverted without significant in situ data for their calibration and
would thus be of limited use, although 3-D backscatter profiling
at even coarse resolutions using SAR tomography [53] could be
used to resolve scattering processes with depth.
Another critical issue is the assumption of a random volume
in the decomposition model, which could be reconsidered in
future studies. Since a random volume should have identical
extinctions for all polarizations, there are inconsistencies in
the modeling, but it is an important first step in removing the
ground contribution to derive unbiased land ice extinctions.
Future work will focus on use of the complete Pol-InSAR
covariance matrix to help separate oriented surface features
from volume orientations in order to explain the observed
differential extinctions between polarizations, particularly at
L-band, although the challenge remains of finding a valid
model consistent with all amplitude and phase observables.
Aside from the cross-pol, whose ground component could be
improved with second-order SPM modeling, inverted extinctions at P-band appear to be nearly polarization independent,
and thus, the random volume assumption is considered to be
justified at this frequency.
The presented extinction model may be useful for examining
the long-term variability of the polar regions by tracking interannual changes in glaciers and ice sheets, particularly areas
of significant melt and drainage features. Two-dimensional extinction maps from side-looking SARs (particularly if extended
to spaceborne platforms) enable simultaneous high resolution
and wide area coverage compared with radar altimeters, which
could open new fields of study into the temporal and finescale spatial variation of ice structure. The estimation of glacier
volume parameters such as extinction using longer wavelength
Pol-InSAR observables is also important for future spaceborne
concepts. Potential satellite missions including Tandem-L
(L-band) [54] and ESA’s BIOMASS Earth Explorer proposal
(P-band) [55], as well as estimates of radar altimeter and
InSAR penetration biases in existing data could benefit from an
increased understanding of radar observables over glacier ice.
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A PPENDIX A
D ERIVATION OF THE VOLUMETRIC C OHERENCE
The volumetric decorrelation γvol for an infinite volume is
given by the normalized Fourier transform of the volumetric
radar cross section (RCS) σv (z) integrated from −∞ to 0 [15],
i.e.,

γvol =

0
−∞

σv (z)ejkzvolz dz
0
−∞

σv (z)dz

(16)

where kz vol is the vertical wavenumber in the volume

kzvol =

√
4π εr Δθr
λ sin θr

√ cos θ
= k z εr
.
cos θr

(17)

In (17), kz is the standard vertical wavenumber in free space
[28]. Assuming the volume consists of uniformly distributed
and uncorrelated scattering centers, such that the extinction
coefficient is a constant, σv (z) is an exponential, i.e.,
2zκe

σv (z) = σv0 e cos θr

(18)

where σv0 is the average RCS per unit volume. The substitution
of (18) into (16) and the evaluation of the integral yield the
volumetric coherence in (4).

A PPENDIX B
C OVARIANCE M ATRICES FOR P OLARIMETRIC
D ECOMPOSITION
This section describes the covariance matrices for each contribution of the three-component decomposition described in
Section II-B. Further details on the derivation of these results
can be found in [10].
The covariance matrix is formed from the outer
product√ of the lexicographic scattering vector kL =
[SHH , 2SHV , SV V ]T with its conjugate transpose and
is given by [56], [57]
†
C = kLkL




|SHH |2
∗
= ⎣ 2 SHV SHH

∗

SV V SHH
⎡

√

(19)
√

∗
2 SHH SHV



2
2 |SHV |
√
∗

2 SV V SHV

⎤
S S ∗ 
√ HH V V∗
2 SHV SV V  ⎦


|SV V |2

where superscript † denotes the complex conjugate transpose,
∗ the complex conjugate only, and . represents ensemble
averaging.
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The additive noise matrix N in (6) has equal noise powers
n along the diagonal, independent of the polarization state.
Assuming a zero-mean Gaussian white noise process, the noise
power may be estimated using the decorrelation of the cross-pol
channels using the method described in [42].
Surface Scattering: At the L- and P-band wavelengths of
interest, the surface is assumed to be smooth with respect to the
wavelength and is modeled using the SPM [19] giving ground
covariance matrix, i.e.,
⎡ 2
⎤
|β| 0 β
(20)
0 0⎦
Cg = fg ⎣ 0
β∗ 0 1
where
β=

Rh j(φh −φv )
e
.
Rv

(21)

In (20) and (21), fg is the ground power coefficient, Rh and
Rv are the Bragg coefficients for horizontally and vertically
polarized waves [19], j is the imaginary unit, and φh and
φv are the horizontal and vertical ground phase components.
|β| is fixed to conform to the SPM using knowledge of the
approximate snow and firn dielectric constants.
Volume Scattering: For simplicity and to reduce the number
of unknowns, the volume is modeled as a cloud of randomly
distributed dipoles (as in [36]). Accounting for transmissivity
effects due to refraction at the snow–firn interface, the volume
covariance matrix is given by
⎡
⎤
1 2 2
Th4
0
3 Th Tv
2 2 2
(22)
0 ⎦
Cv = fv ⎣ 0
3 Th Tv
1 2 2
4
T
T
0
T
v
3 h v
where fv is the volume power coefficient, and Th and Tv are
the transmission coefficients for horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively given in [44]. The relative permittivity εr
required to compute transmissivities is derived from an empirical relation to firn density [41]. An approximate firn density
of ρﬁrn = 800 kg/m3 yields relative permittivity εr ﬁrn = 2.8,
and assuming a snow density of 400 kg/m3 gives εr snow =
1.7, where firn and snow densities were obtained from in situ
data.
Oriented Sastrugi Field: A third component arises from an
oriented sastrugi field. Sastrugi are snow dunes formed by
wind deposition and erosion of the snow surface [27] and are
widespread across ice sheets with high winter accumulation
rates and strong winds.
Sastrugi are modeled as dipoles confined to a plane on the
air–snow surface. The scatterer orientations are parameterized
by angle ν measured from the horizontal polarization axis
and are assumed to follow a truncated uniform distribution
with center angle ν0 and distribution width 2Δν yielding the
following covariance matrix:
⎡
⎤
f11 f12 f13
fs ⎣
(23)
Cs =
f12 2f13 f23 ⎦
Δν
f13 f23 f33

where
f11
f12
f13
f23
f33

= 12Δν + 8 cos(2ν0 ) sin(2Δν) + cos(4ν0 ) sin(4Δν)
√ 

= − 4 2 cos4 (Δν − ν0 ) − cos4 (Δν + ν0 ) cos(θ)
= (4Δν − cos(4ν0 ) sin(4Δν)) cos2 (θ)
√ 

= 4 2 sin4 (Δν − ν0 ) − sin4 (Δν + ν0 ) cos3 (θ)
= (12Δν − 8 cos(ν0 ) sin(2Δν)
+ cos(4ν0 ) sin(4Δν)) cos4 (θ)

and where fs is a scaling factor and θ is the incidence angle.
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